
A Great Company
If your system isn't reliable, it isn't from Neopost. We set the 

standards for quality and durability. We're also the company 

who continually produces the most advanced mailing and 

shipping products available. With our Price Protection Program,

we guarantee that your costs will not increase over the life of

your contract. Equipment and service can be combined on one

monthly or quarterly payment, and can even be set up to be paid

automatically through our Neopost Automated Payment Plan.

To find out how the SI 68 EZ Mailer 3 will boost productivity,

call toll free at: 1-800-624-7892. 

Visit our website at: www.neopost.com. 

Or write us at: Neopost, 30955 Huntwood Avenue, 

Hayward, CA 94544.

Optional side exit. This can also be used for 

in-line metering.

The optional conveyor stacker neatly stacks 

finished envelopes for easy collection and 

maximum productivity.

The standard SI 68 catch tray neatly stacks 

finished envelopes.

The SI 68 can work together with Neopost mailing systems for ultimate 

one-step ease of use and productivity.

Full Range of Folding Inserting Solutions
In addition to the SI 68, Neopost offers a full range of desk-

top and tabletop folding/inserting solutions. Our product

ranges from the simple, low volume systems, to production

oriented systems for today’s most demanding applications.

With our wide range of product offerings we can customize

a system for your needs.

SI 68 Models

Expert - Three standard automatic adjusting feeders

Special - Two standard automatic adjusting feeders 

and one manual adjusting special feeder 

for thin or glossy materials

Physical Dimensions

Footprint 16.5" W by 29.5" L

SI 68 with Side Exit 25.0" W by 47.4" L

SI 68 with Catch Tray 16.5" W by 53.6" L

SI 68 with Conveyor 16.5" W by 63.0" L
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Quiet and Easy Operation
SI 68's exclusive Load    Go feature makes operation a breeze.

All settings such as fold type, fold length, envelope size, paper

length and double document detection are set automatically!

Just load the material, touch the button, and go! Neopost's 

SI 68 also includes nine completely programmable job settings

for your reoccurring applications, reducing set-up time.

Flexible and Powerful
Every office needs to handle a wide variety of documents.

Neopost's SI 68 comes with three feeders that can all handle

almost anything you need. Invoices, reply envelopes, cards,

and flyers can all be run on the versatile SI 68 EZ Mailer 3. With

Neopost's exclusive FlexFeed®, each feeder is multi-functional

and can automatically adjust to run non-folded or folded 

documents in nearly any combination.

The SI 68’s PowerFold® exclusive folding system, can tri-fold 

up to five pages at one time. Even stapled sets can be easily

folded and inserted using the daily mail feature. Operators can

choose single, standard, Z fold or even the double parallel fold

for legal size paper.

Tremendous Capacity
For a small machine, the SI 68 has tremendous capacity. The

envelope hopper can be loaded with 250 envelopes and each

document feeder can hold 325 sheets of paper. Neopost’s

FlexFeed® automatically adjusts for exactly what you want

inserted and can feed single or multiple sheets. With SI 68’s

feeder swap mode, filling multiple feeders with the same 

documents can help attain maximum efficiency. When one

feeder empties the other feeder starts automatically. This allows

for a combined stacking capacity of up to 975 documents,

which can be continuously processed. A conveyor stacker, side

exit, or mail machine can be added to provide maximum 

operation efficiency.

Intelligent
The SI 68 saves you time and provides peace of mind in inser-

tion integrity. With our Secure    Feed® feature every document 

is automatically checked for doubles by our patented thickness

detection system, ensuring that you get exactly what you want

in each envelope.

Add an Optical Mark Recognition module (OMR) for automatic

processing of varying numbers of multiple page sets. With

OMR, the SI 68 EZ Mailer 3 intelligently and professionally 

collates up to five documents that go together then folds and

inserts the set. Automating this application can save many

hours of tedious manual processing.

The centralized control panel

makes operation a breeze with pic-

tographs, and one-touch selections.

Viewing or customizing job 

settings is easy and convenient.

For occasional jobs choose 

Load     Go for automatic set-up.

Neopost SI 68 EZ Mailer 3
Friendly, flexible and efficient

The SI 68’s unique clam shell design 

provides easy and safe access to the 

entire paper path.

Optical Mark Recognition module (OMR)

is available for grouping variable page

sets of documents together automatically.

With Flexfeed®, feeders can handle many

different paper types and sizes.

Boost Your Productivity
In today's rapid business environment productivity is a constant

concern. Yet, one area that can dramatically slow down the

entire process is outgoing mail. Not only must documents,

invoices, and mailings flow smoothly from your office to your

customers, they must also go cleanly and professionally.

Unfortunately, most automated inserting machines, which can

help speed up this process, are too noisy, too difficult to run,

or too large to fit into an office environment.

The solution? Introducing a quiet, compact, and easy to 

operate folder and inserter for the office – the Neopost SI 68.

The SI 68 is smaller than most copiers and nearly as easy to use

as a fax machine – anyone in the office can operate it. It is also

so flexible – it can process just about any type of office mail,

including invoices, statements, checks, letters, inserts, etc.


